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Outline (for a long talk) comes *after* the motivation

1. Imagination: tell a story, and use metaphors.

2. Empathy: use large font, and pictures.

3. Experience: practice, read, attend talks.



Make the main point of the slide large and up front

{\large: Don’t go backwards on slides or forwards many
slides}

{\Large: This works nicely on equations too}

{\huge: This works but word wrap}

{\Huge: This works}
\tiny Only for photo credits, etc. (Regular size)
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BEFORE SLIDE: The Physics of BEC, cont.

When they turned off the trap, the gas remained coherent and
moved as if it were a single macroscopic quantum particle, an
“atom laser.”

Figure: The bosons’ momenta after the trap is removed (Atomic Lab)

Applications to interferometry, quantum computing, and more.



AFTER SLIDE: After the trap was turned off

BEC stayed coherent like a single macroscopic quantum particle.

Momentum is concentrated after release at 50 nK. (Atomic Lab)







Have some sort of summary at the end

Physics, Biology

↓ ↑

Probability, PDE, Logic
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Our CLT for interacting quantum many-body systems

Theorem (Ben Arous, K., Schlein, 2013): If the initial state is
factorized ψ0

N = ϕ⊗N0 with normalized ϕ0 ∈ H1(R3), and A is
compact self-adjoint on L2(R3), and V ≤ 1/| · |, then for t ∈ R

At :=
1√
N

N∑
j=1

(Aj − EϕtA)
distrib. as N→∞−−−−−−−−−−→ N (0, σ2t ).

Distribution of At from ψN = ψN,t .

The obvious variance is correct at t = 0 only (i.i.d.):

σ20 = Eϕ0 [A2]− (Eϕ0A)2 = ||Aϕ0||2 − 〈ϕ0|Aϕ0〉2.

The variance σ2t is more subtle than replacing ϕ0 by ϕt .
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